
Practices of Looting and Cross-Cultural Encounter in the Medieval Mediterranean 

My project for the NEH Summer Institute investigated the potentials of war booty 

and looting practices in the eastern Mediterranean to provide insights into cross-cultural 

encounter and exchange at the frontiers. During the Middle Ages, the Byzantine army 

routinely carried sacred objects known as “liturgical technē” into battle.i Comprising 

icons, crosses, and reliquaries, this category of efficacious objects figured in military 

conflicts as weapons for the Byzantines and targets for their adversaries. In battle, 

liturgical technē might be abducted, assaulted, or seized by the enemy and reconstituted 

as ceremonial objects that conveyed new meanings. Practiced broadly, looting was both a 

shared military tactic and a mechanism for establishing difference as objects moved 

across cultural and religious boundaries.ii These features make the phenomenon ripe for 

consideration within a Mediterranean framework. Over the course of the seminar, I asked 

how taking a Mediterranean approach to my topic – the looting of sacred objects along 

Byzantine frontiers – might elucidate the types of exchange that took place both within 

and across the peripheries of the medieval Mediterranean. To do so, I broadened my 

scope of inquiry, considering the looting of sacred objects alongside other categories of 

war booty and extending my reach beyond the borders of Byzantium. 

Studies of the medieval Mediterranean have emphasized how the fragmented 

geography of the region promoted connectivity, creating zones of mutual intelligibility.iii  

Within this framework, looting might be examined as a shared practice founded on codes 

of heroism that crossed ethnic and religious boundaries. In the Byzantine epic Digenis 

Akritis, the eponymous heroes’ father is praised for plundering “many of the themes in 

Roman territory” and carrying off “beautiful high-born girls.”iv Much the same sentiment 



is expressed in the Turkish sea-faring epic, the Düstûrnâme, when the pasha returns from 

an expedition with an untellable “richness of booty” that included “moon-faced virgins,” 

“Frankish boys,” “gold, silver, and innumerable goblets.”v  He keeps a fifth and divides 

the rest among his army to great acclaim: “the rich and the poor were overwhelmed: all 

were filled with joy.”vi Composed on either side of the eastern frontier, the epics 

construct mirror images of charismatic warlords in which plunder is both an attribute of 

the victor and an essential prop in the performance of sovereignty. 

Though the heroes lauded in Digenis Akritis and the Düstûrnâme are separated by 

religion and political allegiance, they inhabit a common culture centered on values of 

honor, glory, and valor in warfare.vii Much as gifts reified the value of hospitality, booty 

materialized these warrior mores.viii The objects recorded as loot in epics and chronicles 

demonstrate a mutual appreciation for commodities such as weapons, gold vessels, silks, 

coins, and comely women.ix In Spain, the ivory and silver caskets that fill church 

treasuries provide examples of works seized in recognition of their fine materials and 

craftsmanship. In some instances, the caskets even bear warrior motifs, placing frontier 

themes at the center of elite culture in the court.x Such works suggest that the values of 

the court were never far from the frontier and that warfare, like commerce, played an 

essential role in the dissemination of objects, motifs, and ideas across the Mediterranean. 

Underlying these shared values were common military tactics. On both sides of 

the eastern frontier, armies practiced the seizure and redistribution of booty after gaining 

control of enemy land, a pragmatic measure to weaken the economic base of adversaries 

and transfer their wealth to the victor. Legal works from the Byzantine and Islamic 

spheres regulate the just division and distribution of plunder, providing insight into 



systems that called for the controlled extraction and circulation of goods.xi These 

practices were not identical; the Byzantine army had an official to mediate disputes over 

the distribution of booty engendered by the conflicting expectations of foreign soldiers.xii 

Circulation of war booty was not merely an economic necessity or a means of 

securing loyalty. It was also a spatial tactic in which objects mediated between center and 

periphery.xiii Sent to capitals or major cities, war trophies could provide material evidence 

of victory, index the shifting frontiers of empire, and reify rhetorical themes.xiv During 

the counter Crusades, captured crosses constituted a discourse centered on the superiority 

of Islam, the purification of the Holy Land, and the defeat of Christianity.xv The looting 

of crosses demonstrates the potential for efficacious objects, in particular, to transmit 

complex messages. It also shows how looted objects tied to a specific faith might 

promote fragmentation, underlining rather than eliding religious and ethnic difference.   

As the example of the cross suggests, the movement of loot across boundaries 

engendered transformations of meaning. Once abducted, the Christian sign of victory 

came to signify defeat and territorial incorporation. The use of plunder to establish 

hierarchical relationships among polities did not always hinge on expressions of 

irreconcilable difference. The Bulgarians, Crusaders, and Venetians all mobilized 

artifacts of Byzantine rule to establish themselves as successors to a glorious, imperial 

past founded on common values of Christianity and romanitas.xvi In each instance, the 

retention of prior meanings and associations was essential to the new messages the 

objects bore, highlighting the transactions made possible by mutual intelligibility. 

Finally, looting might be considered a practice that is both in and of the 

Mediterranean. On the level of structure and meaning, it accomplished the fragmentation 



of territorial peripheries and concomitant generation of new connections that 

characterizes the Mediterranean as a whole. At once a representational and spatial 

practice, looting and its attendant activities underscore the complex encounters that 

sustained and, in turn, diverted potentialities for mutual intelligibility. 
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